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Brisbane, Queensland, Australia 

We landed in Brisbane on December 14, 1942. The exact 

date is easy for me to remember because it was my 

nineteenth birthday. I don’t recall much about our actual 

arrival, but I do remember being transferred to a train, a real 

old-fashioned narrow gauge “Puffing Billy,” one of those 

wheezy old locomotives with a big stack for burning wood. 

Marc, do you remember when you and I were driving on 

route 81 in Virginia and we stopped to visit the Natural 

Bridge? I think I told you at the time that I had always 

wanted to see it because there was a picture of it in my 

geography book from about the fourth grade. Well, in that 

same book there was a photograph of one of these old big 

stack locomotives, and the caption said it was from Turkey and had been made in Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania 

at the Vulcan Iron Works. I remember being so proud and impressed because a place I often walked by in my 

own home town was featured in a geography book. Now I would be able to ride in one that looked just like it. 

When the train was particularly full everybody had to bail out so the train could make it up a steep hill. 

We found this out very quickly because we were bound for the top of Tambourine Mountain, 20 or 30 miles 

outside of Brisbane1. The American Army had prepared a camp for the First Marine Division and our 

headquarters platoon had already arrived from New Zealand and had everything prepared for our arrival. We 

got there just in time for supper, and the first order of business was a big steak dinner and gallons of fresh 

milk, which we hadn’t tasted for four months. Needless to say “we ‘et  ourselves full.” 

We were then assigned to our tents, 

big, roomy six-man tents with wooden floors, 

and cots complete with mattresses and 

mosquito netting. Doesn’t sound like much, 

but after the last four months it was sheer 

luxury. We were told to tuck our mosquito 

netting in tight because the mosquitoes in 

that area were large, fierce, and numerous. 

In fact, they told us about one old timer who 

decided to catch a bunch of these Aussie 

“mossies” and train them. He smeared a tiny 

bit of blood inside his steel helmet. As the 

mosquitoes drilled through to get at the 

blood, he would he would bend their beaks 

over with a hammer. He outsmarted himself 

though. When he had collected twenty or thirty of these brutes they flew off with his helmet.  

I cannot vouch for the veracity of that story, but I can tell you about my own experience with these 

Aussie “mossies.” My first night at Tambourine I carefully tucked my netting in all around and fell blissfully 

asleep in my newfound luxury. When I awakened next morning the top of the inside of my mosquito netting, 

just above my head, was covered with what appeared to be a hundred fat mosquitoes. I rubbed my hand 

                                                 
1
 Now a national park, Tambourine Mountain is south of the city. 

Brisbane during the War, with American soldiers visible. 

www.nla.gov.au/.../2002/may02/article2.html  



 

 

across these pests and left a trail of blood, MY BLOOD, across the netting. Before I exited the cot I searched for 

the mossie entrance, and found a tiny are

done a thorough job. Could those pesky critter

I don’t remember the exact chronology of events

and were issued new fatigues, skivvies, socks and shoes, but there were no regular uniforms to be had. They 

did supply us with a metal emblem, the good old globe and anchor. Somehow a large cask of locally made 

beer appeared, and the rest of the day was given over to a fine 

of the scout company. I had never cared for beer

commonly called four X. (It is now sold in this country

although the label still carries the XXXX name

Melbourne someone told us why it had been originally named XXXX. The Victorians 

Queenslanders couldn’t spell beer.  
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The only wooden structure we had in our camp was a very nice mess hall which also served as a 

recreation hall. It was well screened, and we could gather there in the eveni

and play cards or whatever. One evening early in our stay we were in the mess hall playing cards, probably 

cribbage or penny ante poker, when a bug about an inch and a half or two inche

the table near my left elbow. I was idly toying with it, 

sudden Johnson jumped up and squashed my playmate with something solid. When I asked what the trouble 

was he informed me that my playmate was a small scorpion

such critters in Pennsylvania, and I had never seen one before.

Shortly thereafter we received five

There was one problem. Shortly before we arrived there was an unfortunate incident in which a young lady 

had been accidentally shot and killed by an 

there was a good deal of anger toward Yanks

groups. I was determined to go on my own. In deference to the possible danger, I donned my brand new 

dungarees and my floppy fatigue hat adorned with the Globe and An

the train to Brisbane. Looking back later I realized I must have presented a strange sight. I stood 6’2” tall, 

something under 130 lbs, yellow complexion, dressed in dungarees and a floppy hat, and wearing a .45 at my 

waist. Probably no one including the Army MPs had any idea of what I was. I wandered all around central 

Brisbane taking in the sights and getting aquatinted with the city. No one bothered me.

 

across these pests and left a trail of blood, MY BLOOD, across the netting. Before I exited the cot I searched for 

the mossie entrance, and found a tiny area in one corner that was not quite fully tucked in. I was sure I had 

done a thorough job. Could those pesky critters have . . . ? Nah! 

I don’t remember the exact chronology of events, but it seems that the next day we got all cleaned up 

fatigues, skivvies, socks and shoes, but there were no regular uniforms to be had. They 

did supply us with a metal emblem, the good old globe and anchor. Somehow a large cask of locally made 

beer appeared, and the rest of the day was given over to a fine homecoming party to celebrate the reuniting 

of the scout company. I had never cared for beer, but this Aussie beer was great. It was a beer called

t is now sold in this country, where it is usually referred to as Castlemaine 

still carries the XXXX name.) Years later, Marc, when your mother and I were visiting in 

Melbourne someone told us why it had been originally named XXXX. The Victorians claimed
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The only wooden structure we had in our camp was a very nice mess hall which also served as a 

and we could gather there in the evenings when we were not on liberty

and play cards or whatever. One evening early in our stay we were in the mess hall playing cards, probably 

cribbage or penny ante poker, when a bug about an inch and a half or two inches long made its appearance on 

bow. I was idly toying with it, using a wooden match to push it around a bit. All of a 

sudden Johnson jumped up and squashed my playmate with something solid. When I asked what the trouble 

med me that my playmate was a small scorpion, and they were very poisonous. We did not have 

such critters in Pennsylvania, and I had never seen one before. 

five months’ back pay, and we were flush and eager to go on liberty. 

There was one problem. Shortly before we arrived there was an unfortunate incident in which a young lady 

had been accidentally shot and killed by an Army MP. We never did hear the details, but the upshot was that 

there was a good deal of anger toward Yanks, and it was said to be dangerous to go on liberty except in large 

n my own. In deference to the possible danger, I donned my brand new 

dungarees and my floppy fatigue hat adorned with the Globe and Anchor, strapped on a .45

the train to Brisbane. Looking back later I realized I must have presented a strange sight. I stood 6’2” tall, 

something under 130 lbs, yellow complexion, dressed in dungarees and a floppy hat, and wearing a .45 at my 

rmy MPs had any idea of what I was. I wandered all around central 

Brisbane taking in the sights and getting aquatinted with the city. No one bothered me.
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Very soon after that we were issued summer khaki 

uniforms, and once again we could look like Marines. The 

uniforms, courtesy of the Sixth Army, were actually Army 

suntans, but with Marine Corps insignia on our caps and field 

scarves flapping in the breeze we were Marines. We soon found 

out that while the Army had to some extent worn out their 

welcome, the Marines were looked upon as the saviors of 

Australia and were generally accepted, even by the Australian 

military forces. I did go to a few of the dances at the city hall, 

sponsored by the American Red Cross, but Brisbane was so 

saturated with American troops that all of the recreation 

facilities were vastly overcrowded.  

I got to speak to General A. A. Vandergrift, the 

commanding general of the First Marine Division, and later 

Commandant of the Marine Corps. One day another Marine and 

I were running along a sidewalk (“footpath” in Australia) when 

we rounded a corner and came within an ace of running down 

the general. We came to a stop in the nick of time, snapped to 

attention, and saluted. The general returned the salute and 

said, “Take it easy boys.” 

We replied; “Aye, aye sir!” That is the only time I ever 

spoke to a general. 

Coming back from liberty late at night on the 

Tambourine Mountain Express, as we liked to call our ancient 

train, the mile or so stroll through the Australian bush was not 

at all unpleasant. The woods in that area contained a lot of 

wildlife. We were quite startled when we first heard the 

raucous call of the kookaburra, or laughing jackass as this bird is 

sometimes called. After that we looked for it as a welcome 

home greeting.2 This bird is a species of kingfisher although he 

doesn’t eat fish and is quite a bit larger (17-18 inches) than the 

American belted kingfisher. He is greatly liked by Australians because his main prey is insects and small snakes 

and lizards. Since most of the snakes in Australia are deadly poisonous, the Australians welcome the 

kookaburras as neighbors. 

You will notice that I use the term bush when referring to the Australian woodlands. The Australians 

refer to any area outside of a town or farm as bush. This can indicate sparse desert areas, thick jungles, or 

heavy growths of timber. I suppose it could even refer to an area where there were in fact a lot of bushes, in 

fact, any area not a part of the local civilization. The early maps we used on Guadalcanal noted the coconut 

groves and mountains, but large areas of the island were simply denoted as bush country. We of course took 

this literally and figured it would be easy going. In fact,  I heard that the advance of the First Marines to take 

                                                 
2
 Not everyone had Balester’s appreciation for the kookaburra. George McMillan (The Old Breed, Infantry Journal Press, 1949, 146) 

cites a lieutenant colonel as saying that the camp in Brisbane was terrible: “There was a bird there, the Kookaburra bird, aptly called 

the laughing jackass, and it would come suddenly screaming through the thick groves of the camp, jarring everybody’s nerves.”  
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Grassy Knoll was held up for two days, not by enemy fire but by “bush” which turned out to be thick jungle 

growth--as well as being a few miles farther away than noted on the map. The word bush for any outlying area 

has perhaps made its way into American military slang. I have read accounts of Marine patrols in Viet Nam 

where jungle was referred to as bush. 

With New Year’s Eve approaching and a 72-hour pass due me, I decided that Brisbane would be too 

much of a rat race, and I was determined to seek out a less crowded place to celebrate. I went to the train 

station and asked the ticket agent where I might find a spot with fewer soldiers and a quieter atmosphere. He 

gave it a few moments’ thought and then suggested a place at the end of the line, some thirty miles away near 

the New South Wales border, a place called Coolangatta, a quiet seaside resort which should be pleasant.3  

When he said it was at the end of the line, he meant the Queensland rail line, which ended at the 

border of New South Wales. When Queensland, New South Wales, Victoria, South Australia, and Western 

Australia were all separate, self-governing colonies of Great Britain, they each had their own railway system, 

and most of them adopted different gauges of track with the result that when the colonies formed the 

Commonwealth of Australia each state had its own peculiar system. In most areas of the country when you 

wanted to cross the border by rail, you had to get off the train at the border, cross the border by some other 

means, and catch a new train. This was particularly difficult for freight, which had to be unloaded and 

reloaded at each state line. This problem plagued Australia’s transportation system for many years and 

perhaps still plagues the federal government. 

When I arrived in Coolangatta, I found it to be everything the ticket agent had said. There were no 

hotels, but I had no trouble finding suitable accommodations in a bed and breakfast, and then I set out to look 

the place over. I found a lovely small town of just a few thousand people and miles of what has to be one of 

the world’s most beautiful white sand beaches. The largest and tallest building in town was the three story 

town hall. The ground floor was given over to a large recreation room, and I learned there was to be a New 

Year’s Eve dance that evening, and everyone was invited. 

I of course attended and had a wonderful time. There were plenty of dance partners and, relatively 

speaking, only a few servicemen. Just after midnight there was a half-hour intermission, so I invited a young 

lady to accompany me to the nearest milk bar for a soda or sundae. She ordered a passion fruit sundae, and 

although I had never heard of passion fruit it sounded first-rate to me. The sundae tasted fine to me, but to 

my disappointment the name had nothing to do with any effect that might be hinted at by the appellation. 

The following afternoon I wandered down to the beach to soak up some sun and admire the beautiful 

vista of blue sky and white sand, and just relax. The only other person in evidence was a nice looking blonde in 

a public shelter a few yards away. She was engrossed in a book, and she didn’t detract from the view at all. As 

I was admiring the view, a small boy appeared dragging a tricycle and crying. Since no one else was around I 

figured it was up to me to go to the rescue like the cavalry or the U.S. Marines.  The trouble seemed to be that 

his brand new tricycle wouldn’t trike. After I checked it over and fiddled around with it for a few minutes, I 

was able to find and correct the problem, and the child went happily on his way. The blonde, whose name 

turned out to be Marge, commented that it was nice of me to help the lad. I replied that the Marines are 

always ready to come to the rescue, with the highest priority given to young children and pretty girls, and she 

rated a very high priority indeed. 

 

                                                 
3
 “Overpaid, oversexed, and over here” was the saying as Americans “invaded” Australia. See 

http://www.anzacday.org.au/education/activities/over_here/images/overpaid.pdf . Hear a song, see video, and read more about 

the Yanks in Oz at http://www.ww2australia.gov.au/allin/yanksdownunder.html. 
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Marge Walsh, Coolangatta 

 

We chatted for quite a while, trading brief past histories and our views on various subjects. She was a 

very likable young lady with the emphasis on the lady. Naturally I asked if she was free that evening, but it 

seems her parents were expecting her home for a traditional New Year’s Dinner. She gave me her name, 

address, and phone number in Brisbane and invited me to call. In the few weeks we had remaining in Brisbane 

we dated several times and always had a good time together.  

Meanwhile the tropical climate of Queensland and the mosquitoes in particular were taking a very 

serious toll. Men were coming down right and left with malaria. Division headquarters were anxious to get us 

to a more salubrious climate, where the troops could be nursed back to health. Finally we got word that that 

the division could be accommodated and indeed would be welcome in Melbourne, Victoria, on the south 

coast of Australia, where the climate is much more temperate than Queensland.4 

I have been back to Queensland a couple of times, to Brisbane only at the airport to transfer to the 

sunshine coast, which is somewhat north of Coolangatta. I have flown over Coolangatta on my way north. It is 

nothing like the small town I knew. It is now the central point of that area called the Gold Coast. a place of 

high rise hotels, condominiums and gambling casinos. I have heard it compared to Miami Beach and in fact 

have friends who live in a section of the Gold Coast known as Miami. I have never had the heart to go there. 

The whole East coast of Queensland, and in fact Australia, has undergone tremendous change. 

 

                                                 
4
 The First was moved in part because the camp at Brisbane was miserable, but the Marines had trouble finding a suitable place. 

Sydney was filled with servicemen; Melbourne welcomed them, and Admiral Halsey sent special ships to transport them, in thanks 

and out of respect for their service at Guadalcanal (George McMillan, The Old Breed. Infantry Journal Press, 1949, 148). 



 

 

for Melbourne. We arrived there a few days 

split up and headed for various camps which had been prepared. The 

First Regiment got the pick of the lot. They were stationed at the 

Melbourne Cricket Grounds, just a short stroll to downtown Melbourne. 

The Fifth regiment was sent about 30 

known as Mount Martha, and the Seventh regiment was just over the hill 

at a spot called Camp Balcomb. We had been reattached to the tank 

battalion who, along with the Eleventh regiment (artillery), were sent to 

the city of B

goldfields there produced the famous Ballarat nugget, for many years 

and perhaps still, the largest gold nugget ever produced. Many 

Americans came to Australi

fields began to play out. Victoria struck it rich, and cities like Melbourne, 

Ballarat, and Bendigo were booming and spending much of their 

newfound wealth on the finest collection of Edwardian Architecture in 

the world. Ballarat was also the site of the battle of Eureka Stockade, 

where government troops put down Australia’s only, and short

rebellion.

people went out of their way to make the 

The Botanical Gardens at Ballarat 

included the Statuary Pavilion  and the 

hedge maze. 

 
 

Schema of Ballarat hedge maze 

(www.labyrinthos.net/graphics05.htm) 

 

Flight from Pompeii 

(http://www.ballarathistory.org/gardp

avl.html) 

The zoo is now gone. 
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From: George McMillan. The Old Breed. Infantry Journal Press, 1949, 145.

 

About the end of January we bid farewell to Brisbane and set sail 

for Melbourne. We arrived there a few days later,

split up and headed for various camps which had been prepared. The 

First Regiment got the pick of the lot. They were stationed at the 

Melbourne Cricket Grounds, just a short stroll to downtown Melbourne. 

The Fifth regiment was sent about 30 miles down the coast to a place 

known as Mount Martha, and the Seventh regiment was just over the hill 

at a spot called Camp Balcomb. We had been reattached to the tank 

battalion who, along with the Eleventh regiment (artillery), were sent to 

the city of Ballarat, about 70 miles inland.   

Ballarat had its heyday late in the nineteenth century when the 

goldfields there produced the famous Ballarat nugget, for many years 

and perhaps still, the largest gold nugget ever produced. Many 

Americans came to Australia to try their luck when the California gold 

fields began to play out. Victoria struck it rich, and cities like Melbourne, 

Ballarat, and Bendigo were booming and spending much of their 

newfound wealth on the finest collection of Edwardian Architecture in 

he world. Ballarat was also the site of the battle of Eureka Stockade, 

where government troops put down Australia’s only, and short

rebellion. 

Ballarat was a lovely city with a population of about 50,000. The 

people went out of their way to make the Yanks welcome. Every 
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About the end of January we bid farewell to Brisbane and set sail 

later, and there the division 

split up and headed for various camps which had been prepared. The 

First Regiment got the pick of the lot. They were stationed at the 

Melbourne Cricket Grounds, just a short stroll to downtown Melbourne. 
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Ballarat was a lovely city with a population of about 50,000. The 

Yanks welcome. Every 
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Saturday night they held dances in their city hall, and those of us who attended enjoyed Australian country 

dancing (somewhat similar to our square dancing but much more varied.) as well as conventional dancing to 

popular music. There were plenty of partners to go round, and no one lacked for company. 

Victoria, unlike Queensland, had few foreign troops and most of their young men were in Europe, 

North Africa, or New Guinea.  

Australians love their gardens, both public and private, and the public gardens supported by a small 

city like Ballarat were truly amazing. They had a large pond of 18 or 20 acres complete with black swans, which 

are a native bird in Australia. They had a remarkable hedge maze of one or two acres that was quite a 

challenge until you found the key. Once you found your way to the center your reward was that you could 

stand in an elevated shelter that gave a view of the whole maze, and watch other people trying to find their 

way to the center. This is the only hedge maze I have ever seen, and it so impressed me, Marc, that when I 

was able to go back to Australia with your mother and your sisters and brother Jon we made a special trip to 

Ballarat to see the maze. You of course were not born yet, but we were very disappointed. The maze had been 

cut down two years earlier because of extensive vandalism. The world has changed. 

The park also had a beautiful flower conservatory with some fine marble statuary which had been 

imported from Italy. Right in the center, under the dome was a beautiful statue entitled “Flight from Pompeii.” 

There were also a small well-kept zoo and miles of pleasant paths with benches and places to picnic. I spent 

many hours in this park, often alone, just enjoying the atmosphere.  

There was a military hospital in Ballarat, and one day a digger (a member of the Australian Imperial 

Forces) recovering from wounds received in North Africa, joined me on the bench I was occupying at the 

moment. We had quite a lengthy conversation. The gist of his thinking was that the U.S. Marines and the 

Australian Imperial Forces were kindred spirits, and could bloody well win the war without the interference of 

the American Army and the bloody chocos (short for chocolate soldiers as the A.I.F. referred to the Australian 

draftees). The Australian draftees were forbidden by law to be used outside Australian territory. I should point 

out that New Guinea was considered Australian territory and chocos were doing all right there. As for the U.S. 

Army, they were performing well, and I was happy that they were on our side. While I couldn’t agree with his 

logic, I could sympathize with his bitterness, so in the interest of international harmony I kept these opinions 

to myself. 

Of course, Marc, your mother, who is reading these letters to keep me from getting too long winded, 

always wants to know the names of the girls I dated. I seldom dated any girl more than a couple of times 

because I didn’t want to become entangled. The truth is, I can recall an occasional face, but most of the names 

escape me. It was over fifty years ago, and I met and dated a lot of girls. Usually it was girls I had met at 

dances or casually in the park. I didn’t go into pubs very often because I was not particularly fond of the taste 

of liquor, nor the sensation of overindulging in the stuff. That is the main reason I usually went on liberty on 

my own. 

Most of my friends understood this, but on occasion would talk me into a pub crawl. We had heard 

from various sources that there were 52 pubs in the city of Ballarat. We decided to check the accuracy of this 

figure by starting at one end of the city and having a drink at every pub until we had accounted for them all. 

Besides the local cinema was showing the “Halls of Montezuma,” and none of us were in the mood for that. 

We needed something livelier than beer, so we decided on boilermakers (a fast beer followed by a 

straight shot). This posed another problem. In wartime Australia the only whisky available in that neck of the 

woods was a “scotch” made in a small town on the outskirts of Melbourne, and as whiskies go this one was 

rated horrible. It was called Corio, for the town in which it was produced. Recalling my brush with Australian 

rum in Brisbane, that, too, was out. We finally settled on Gilby’s Gin, also a local product, but a decent enough 
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gin. One thing in favor of gin was the Australian custom of placing cordials (flavoring) along the back edge of 

the bar. The gin was served in normal shot glasses, and there was just enough room to add a few drops of 

concentrated mint or fruit flavoring.  

The expedition began well, but after several pubs there was some impedance to one’s ability to 

navigate steadily. As we were passing by a church on the way to the next pub, we saw a wedding party 

entering, and like all wedding parties it looked attractive. A few of our crowd wanted to go into the church and 

join in the festivities, but the rest of us felt it would be an imposition. We suggested instead returning to the 

pub we had just left and drinking a toast to the wedding party. After toasting the bride, the groom, and an 

indeterminate number of bridesmaids, things became rather hazy. I awoke the next morning in my own sack, 

so I presumed I had made it back OK, but the rest of that afternoon and evening remains a complete blank. 

After that we accepted the figure of 52 pubs on faith. 

Another encounter while I was resting on the park bench was with a gentleman of about sixty. We 

chatted casually of ships and shoes and sealing wax for some time. Finally he asked me if I had given any 

thought to returning to Australia to settle after the war. I told him I thought my father needed me in his 

business, and I would probably work with him. He gave me his card and told me that if I should decide to come 

back to Australia he would have a place for me in his company. His card indicated that he was president of 

Aluminium Ltd. of Australia. (This is not misspelled; this is the British spelling, and as they discovered and 

named the stuff, I guess we are the ones who misspell it.) He went on to explain that at the present time they 

were just producing bauxite and shipping it out to be refined, but that they were planning on their own 

refineries to extract the aluminum themselves as soon as the war ended. He added that they would be 

needing a lot of bright young men with get up and go to get the project rolling, and he would have a place for 

me. There were many times when I was tempted.  

I remember another incident that happened in Ballarat. One of the chronic complainers went into the 

company office and told the first sergeant that if they didn’t send him home at once he would kill himself. The 

first sergeant handed him his .45 and said; “Just don’t do it here; you’ll mess up the office.” The grumbler 

handed the gun back and left the office. He never did kill himself.  

One night I was assigned to perimeter guard duty. It was a very lonely post, and my special orders were 

to prevent anyone from breaking into a small building that stood nearby. It was well sealed up and wrapped 

with barbed wire, even the door. When I asked the sergeant of the guard what it was, he said it was an 

abandoned privy, and he had no idea why it should be guarded. Perhaps they were afraid that some local 

farmer desperate for fertilizer would raid it for the nitrogen content. It was just about dusk, and I hadn’t seen 

anyone for a couple of hours, when I spotted a man about to go over the perimeter fence. I challenged him 

and asked where he was going. He said that he was going on liberty and was taking a short cut out of camp. 

When I asked to see his liberty pass he showed me a picture of as pretty a girl as I had seen in Ballarat. That 

looked like as good a reason to go on liberty as I had ever seen, and since I was not the shore patrol I let him 

pass.  

Sometime around April the Scout Company was on the move again. We were being transferred away 

from the tank battalion once more, but not piecemeal. This time the whole company was being transferred to 

Mount Martha alongside the Fifth Marines. It seems that we were wanted to do scouting jobs for the infantry 

units when they were on maneuvers. This time it would be as mechanized scouts. We were pleased because 

now we would be able to go to Melbourne on liberty. We had enjoyed Ballarat, and the people were 

marvelous, but we longed for the bright lights of the big city. 

We arrived in Mount Martha at last, to a camp that was all completed. All we had to do was move in. 

Since a platoon is only entitled to a lieutenant as a platoon leader, Cap’n Tex had been transferred to 
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regimental headquarters of the First Marines, and we heard he had been put in charge of the regimental 

mess. God knows what trouble he could get into there, but we were glad he was somebody else’s problem 

now. Lt. “Stinky” Davis also seems to have disappeared at about the same time but I never did know just 

when, where and how. 

Marc, I don’t believe I told you about Stinky, so I guess I’ll just have to put it in here. While we were on 

Guadalcanal in our jungle camp we suddenly inherited Lt. Davis, I know not from whence. Since we already 

had more than our share of rank with Cap’n Tex, it was a complete mystery. Lt. Davis was a good egg and quite 

intelligent for an officer, but he was rather seedy looking, as we all were with the exception of Cap’n Tex. 

Someone came up with the nickname Stinky, and it just stuck. I believe I explained before that names or 

nicknames were used in battle areas because of the danger of infiltrators and snipers. At one point Stinky 

complained that “Stinky” did not seem dignified for an officer, and he would prefer something different. We 

said fine, we would give him a choice between Stinky and Lieutenant. With little hesitation he chose Stinky. I 

presume he preferred to be undignified rather than a target. 

Somehow Tex, or perhaps it was Stinky, had come up with a fair sized piece of canvas and two wooden 

cots. There was enough canvas that we were able to rig it up to provide a modicum of shelter from the sun 

and rain for both cots. This was the officers’ sleeping quarters, but there was no privacy since there were no 

side walls. During the day it became a place to sit and talk in relative comfort. Three could sit on each cot, and 

a few others sat on the ground around and talk about food or women or almost anything under the sun. One 

day Stinky was talking about an airplane club he belonged to back home in Ohio. About six guys had banded 

together and bought a piper cub. They all took lessons and got their licenses. Then they took turns day by day 

using the plane. Of course, each man was obligated to leave the plane each day gassed and oiled and ready for 

the next user. Tex was especially interested in this concept and wanted to know if there was a lot of expense 

involved. Stinky said that it was quite reasonable except when someone washed out the plane. Tex looked 

puzzled and asked what they used to wash  

the plane if that cost so much. He was even more puzzled at the merriment his question evoked. 

Which reminds me of another fiasco that took place under the canvas. A group of us were conferring 

seated on and around the cots. I was sitting on the end of one of the cots cleaning my rifle. When I finished I 

loaded the magazine, pushed the round down, and closed the bolt on an empty chamber. To relieve the 

pressure on the cocking lever spring, I aimed at a leaf on a nearby tree and gently squeezed the trigger. 

Suddenly there was a shot close by, and we all hit the deck looking around for the sniper. Then came the light. 

I had done exactly as I described and squeezed off a shot on an empty chamber, but then out of force of habit 

and without conscious thought I had worked the bolt, loaded the chamber, squeezed the trigger and scared 

the hell out of everybody including myself. 
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Flinders Street Station in Melbourne 

 

But, back to Mount Martha. The first thing we wanted to know was how to get to Melbourne. The 

public transportation system was strained because of the war, but it still functioned with a remarkable degree 

of efficiency. There was a fine commuter train that ran from the town of Frankston into central Melbourne in 

about 40 minutes. The 12 mile bus trip from our camp took about 20 minutes. With minimal waiting time, it 

took an hour and a half to be in Melbourne. And there we were. Flinders Street Station, with  a train arriving 

or departing every minute, it was said to be the busiest train station in the world. Central Melbourne, starting 

with Flinders Street Station, itself has the same interesting blend of Victorian and Edwardian architecture as 

Ballarat, but on a much grander scale.  

Melbourne at that time boasted a population of a million people. They could easily absorb three 

quarters of a Marine division. There were only a few American Army troops in Melbourne, and they were not 

very popular because of three young ladies who were murdered by a deranged Yank. He was convicted by an 

Army court martial and hanged in Melbourne Gaol on the same gallows where the infamous bush ranger Ned 

Kelly met his fate.  

To get around in the city and inner suburbs, Melbourne boasted well over a hundred miles of tram 

tracks. A tram ride cost tuppence for all service men, and like the trains they were very crowded but 

dependable. They were very like the cable cars of San Francisco, except that they were electrified and had 

overhead wires. They had the same charm, and platform steps along the side where you could stand and hang 

on when there were no seats, which was often. In fact, Marc, one of these old Australian-made trams is 

presently in service on the tourist track that runs along the water from the Convention Center to the French 

Market in New Orleans. There are two trams on this route, and one was purchased from the Victorian railway 

when they were selling off some surplus because of modernization. Your mother and I discovered this when 

we commented to the operator on how closely the “street car” resembled a Melbourne tram. There was one 

added feature that has been added, a lift and special door to accommodate wheel chairs. 
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The outstanding thing about Melbourne and indeed all other Victorian cities and towns I have seen, as 

we noticed in Ballarat, was the extraordinary amount of land and money Australians expend on their gardens, 

parks, athletic fields, and public facilities of all kinds.  

The most remarkable and memorable thing of them all was the Australian people themselves. The love 

affair between the Australians and the First Marine Division lasted long beyond the end of the war. I am not 

referring to the individual romances that blossomed but the hospitality of all the people who welcomed the 

Marines into their homes and their hearts. One of my earliest experiences with this hospitality in Melbourne 

was when a car stopped and the driver asked me and another Marine and if we would like to go trap shooting. 

We, of course, were delighted to accept. To see a private car on the streets of Melbourne was rare because 

the monthly gas ration was about one gallon per month. This car, however, ran on methane, which was 

provided by a charcoal burner mounted on the rear bumper. Our host told us that it would only go about 40 

mph on this fuel, but it beat walking. I have long since forgotten our host’s name, but never his kindness. He 

took us to his shooting club where we spent several hours shooting clay birds. Neither my companion nor I 

had ever fired shotguns before, but we soon got the hang of it and we didn’t wholly disgrace the Corps. Similar 

experiences were the rule rather than the exception, and almost every Marine had the experience of total 

strangers walking up to him and inviting him to dinner. 

Needless to say, the girls were lovely, and I had many good times with the local lassies showing me around 

town and through the beautiful parks and gardens. I dated one lovely young lady from the suburb of East Kew, 

which was on a different train line from the Frankston train, and made a very long trip of it. Her mother was a 

lovely lady and very kind to me. I can’t recall much about Cathy, or even how we met, because we only dated 

for a short time, but an odd coincidence occurred that sticks in my mind.  

 

 
Armored cars in the February parade Melbourne, photo from the Australian War Memorial 

 

A couple of months after I had stopped seeing Cathy, the First Marine Division staged a big parade in 

Melbourne to thank the people of Melbourne for their gracious hospitality. It was a large parade with all four 

regiments plus special weapons groups and the tank battalion.
5
 We still had our scout cars at this point, and I 

                                                 
5
 The parade took place February 22, 1943 to celebrate the birthday of George Washington. For more on the parade see the Web 

site of the Australian War Memorial (Photo of the parade is from 

http://www.pacificwrecks.com/people/visitors/flahavin/melbourne.html.) 
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was riding in one of the rear bucket seats facing the sidewalk─excuse me─footpath. We had just turned a 

corner and were proceeding at a walking pace when I came face to face with Cathy’s mother. We both smiled 

and waved, and I can tell you it was nice to see a familiar face in that big crowd.  

 The most popular girl in Melbourne, known to and admired by thousands, was a girl named Chloe. She 

hung out in Young and Jackson’s Pub and was the only young lady privileged to be there. Haven’t I mentioned 

Young and Jackson’s? Young and Jackson’s is the first pub you come to on exiting Flinders Street Station, and it 

is built in a similar Victorian style. Chloe is actually quite old. She is a lovely nude painting, about life-size, 

which was purchased in France in the late nineteenth century, and installed in the bar at Young and Jackson’s 

by one of the owners. She is quite famous all over Australia. Your mother had never seen Chloe because 

women were not welcome in bars when she was young. 

 

 

After an unfortunate affair, in which someone threw a pot of beer at Chloe, and I expect that after all 

that time she needed a bath, she was sent home to undergo extensive restoration. Fortunately for the sake of 

future generations, Young and Jackson’s as well as Flinders Street Station are both on the register of historic 

landmarks. Chloe is back from her trip and now graces the upstairs dining room instead of the bar. On our last 

trip there we had lunch with Chloe, so your mother finally got to meet her. 

This may sound like all we did in Mount Martha was go on liberty, but the division had to be rebuilt, 

and there was plenty of work to do. Although we suffered fairly light casualties from the enemy on 

Guadalcanal, we had suffered many casualties from malaria and other illnesses. There was equipment to be 

replaced that we had to become familiar with, and many replacement troops to be trained. This meant a lot of 

time spent on maneuvers and things like taking a turn at the rifle range with the new M1 Garand rifles. 

Although I now had a Thompson submachine gun instead of a rifle, the rifle was still considered to be the 
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primary weapon of the Corps and every Marine had to fire for record, and his qualification or lack thereof was 

a part of his personal record.  

We also had new vehicles. It had finally been decided that mobility was more important to scouts than 

armor, and we were now equipped with enough jeeps to haul us around in style through the coming 

maneuvers. This was the real advantage of being in a mechanized unit, even if we did get farmed out to a line 

regiment the last time out. There are other things that stand out in my mind besides liberty and maneuvers. 

One night Dan [Wetherell], a close friend and tent mate, and I were about to turn in when we heard a hubbub 

outside. All of a sudden our tent flap burst open. One of the new scouts came in all flustered and said that 

Tony was drunk and after him with an ax and was going to kill him. We knew that Tony, normally a rather 

quiet and peaceful guy, was capable of anything when drunk, and he was as strong as an ox. We told 

Washburn to get behind Dan’s cot and be quiet, then we each picked up a heavy chunk of stove wood, which 

we hoped we would not need. In a moment Tony appeared at the entrance, blood running down his face from 

a cut in his forehead and gripping a big hatchet in his hand. “Where’s that son-of-a-bitch? I’m gonna kill ‘im.” 

Tony recognized us as friends, and we were able to convince him that his quarry was long gone, and he should 

go sleep it off. We could hear him wandering about in the dark muttering imprecations, but he finally gave up 

and went to bed. Washburn told us what happened. 

Washburn was on guard duty and when Tony came into the area and Washburn properly, if not wisely 

challenged him. Tony took umbrage at this and tried to hit Washburn with his fists. Washburn not wanting to 

shoot a drunk comrade hit Tony as hard as he could with a big five cell flashlight he had with him. Tony was 

knocked down, but bounced up again and said he was going to get an ax and chop Washburn to bits. 

Washburn wisely decided to leave the field to Tony and sought refuge in our tent. The next day Tony didn’t 

remember a thing. 

One night as I was waiting to catch the last train to Frankston from Flinders Street Station, two very 

pretty young ladies came in to catch the same train. The platform was swarming with people as usual, mostly 

Marines. They all gallantly stepped aside to make way for the pretty ladies, and as luck would have it they 

ended up right in front of me. I had a good opportunity to observe them closely. The blonde was a very good 

looking young lady, quite acceptable to anyone I should think. The brunette on close inspection was of the 

same fine quality. I think I made an attempt at some light conversation, but I was trying to figure out why I 

found this lovely brunette so much more appealing than other pretty girls I had met.  

As the train approached the platform, I worked out my strategy to be close enough to her in the train 

to talk to her and perhaps get acquainted. The cars had a number of doors, each opening onto an aisle that led 

across the car to a door on the opposite side, with bench seats running on either side of the aisle. Since it was 

easy to see that the car would be packed, I reasoned that the girls would take the first seats right by the 

window. When the doors opened everyone stood aside to let the ladies enter, I stepped back to let everyone 

else cram in and at the last moment I stepped in. There I was, as I had figured, my back against the door and 

the pretty lady right beside me.  

As the train started, I wanted to be on a plane with the pretty lady, so I managed to kneel down on the 

floor in front of her. It was so crowded there was no where to put my arms so I rested them in her lap, making 

appropriate apologies. At first she wouldn’t speak to me but after a little teasing she thawed just a bit. 

Perhaps this was due in part to a choco seated nearby who kept urging, “’E looks a right sort lass, give ‘im a 

go!” She looked to be about nineteen or twenty, and I thought I should age a bit, so I told her I was twenty 

one. She admitted to being nineteen. 

She would not make a date or tell me where to find her again, although she did tell me her name was 

Dawne. Finally the blonde, name of Jean, told me Dawne’s address. I had a feeling that Dawne liked me better 
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than she was letting on, so I told her I would stop by her house on Tuesday to see if she would like to go to the 

movies with me. 

When Tuesday came we were on maneuvers, and I was unable to get away, and it was Thursday before 

I was able to pull liberty. I turned up at 16 Plummer Road in the suburb of Mentone in the late afternoon to 

find that Dawne was not yet home from work. Her mother said that Dawne had told her about me, and invited 

me in to wait. Mrs. MacLeod -Sharpe was a very gracious hostess and invited me to stay for tea. After we had 

chatted for a while, she said that she was sure Dawne would like to go to the pictures with me. It seems I got 

along with old ladies and dogs better than with girls. I also discovered that Dawne was only seventeen, and 

that her father had died when she was fifteen, leaving her mother to raise two young girls alone. I could also 

see that Dawne’s mother was very strict, and suspected that Dawne had been afraid she would be in trouble 

for talking to a Yank. 

When Dawne finally got home from work I think she was quite surprised to find me there, and even 

more surprised that her strict old mummy and I were getting along like a house on fire. I’m not even sure she 

was pleased that her mother had arranged a date for her, but she agreed to accompany me to the local 

cinema. 

I was so taken with Dawne that I have no idea what the movie was about, but I enjoyed the evening 

very much. I even joined in the singing of “God Save the King” which started every performance in Australia. 

Yes, Marc, I knew the words and had since I was quite young. It was one of the songs in your grandfather 

Balester’s Army Song Book where I learned most of the songs of WW1.6 

Maneuvers were not all work. Sometimes we were able to kill a rabbit or two, and instead of a North 

Carolina oyster roast we would enjoy an Aussie rabbit roast over an open fire. Rabbits, of course, were in 

plague proportions in Australia, and it was legal to kill them any way you could. These were not little cottontail 

bunnies like we had in Pennsylvania, but big burrowing jack rabbits more like those in Texas. Our hunting 

methods were very primitive because we could not use firearms and we did not have bows or spears. A group 

of us would find a field with heavy grass about knee high and form as large a circle as the field and our 

numbers would allow. We would then beat toward the center hoping to find 

some “dumb bunnies” who couldn’t get to their burrow and who would try 

to make a break through the circle. Of course the thick grass would impede 

their progress, and we could see the grass waving where they were running. 

We would then attempt to intercept and club them. It was a lot of work for 

meager returns, but it was good exercise, and we caught enough to make it 

interesting.  

On one occasion when we were beating for rabbits, I started a red 

fox from cover. The fox was having heavy going through the thick grass and 

was leaping up in the air to make better progress. Because of my long legs I 

was able to step over the grass, and I was gaining on the luckless beast. I 

was reaching for his tail and was only about an inch from bingo when we hit 

an open spot and he turned on the afterburners. I had acted instinctively, 

                                                 
6
 “It is probably accurate to say . . . that by this time most of the men in the First Marine Division were in some stage of a serious 

love affair with an Australian girl. For many of the men ─ it must be remembered that the median age of the Division was quite 

young ─ it was their first serious love affair, and there went with it the intensity of first love” (George McMillan, The Old Breed, 

Infantry Journal Press, 1949, 155). 
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and I often wondered what I would have done if I found myself 

holding a pissed off red fox by the tail.  

I have talked a little about the pubs in Australia, Marc, but 

with your indulgence I would like to comment on them a little 

more. These were important gathering places all over Australia, 

from the largest cities to the smallest one-horse towns, the drink of 

choice was beer. You could, of course, find scotch, gin, and rum. 

There was no such thing as a cocktail. Ladies were not allowed in 

the public room but could be served in a separate parlor. Ladies 

seldom drank liquor, which I expect would have been considered 

quite scandalous, and were generally offered a choice of sweet or 

dry sherry, or a shandy. Sherry was about the only wine to be found 

in a pub in those days. A shandy was a concoction of half beer and 

half lemonade; lemonade was a soft drink similar to seven up. 

I casually picked up the shot glass and tossed down the rum. 

Through the tears in my eyes I could just make out the glass of 

water and gulped it gratefully. I don’t know how that rum was 

made, I suspected it was 150 proof alcohol with a bit of fly spray 

and molasses for flavoring, but it was my last taste of Australian 

rum.  

 

Although I drank only occasionally, I soon found out that my drink of 

choice in Australia was beer, preferably Melbourne or Victoria bitter, 

although I would not balk at their lagers or even good old XXXX.  Incidentally 

four X, as it was commonly called, was originally a Queensland local beer 

that is now brewed and sold all over Australia. There was one caveat that 

applied to Americans drinking Aussie beer back then. Aussie beer was 8 to 

10 percent alcohol compared to 5 or 6 percent for American beer. Many a 

Yank found himself out like a light after a bottle or two before he realized 

that he couldn’t handle Aussie beer in the same quantity that he was 

accustomed to in the states. 
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I soon found myself spending all of my liberties with Dawne, and 

although my pay wouldn’t stretch very far after deductions for G.I. insurance, 

etc., we managed to get around a bit. When you are in love it doesn’t take a lot 

to entertain you. Yes, I was in love, and I was sure Dawne was, too, but in the 

few weeks we knew each other we never spoke of it. I thought of marriage, but 

I would be going off to war again, and I couldn’t see Dawne as a widow at 17 or 

18. There was another important consideration. If we married and she came to 

America as a war bride it would be a very difficult adjustment away from her 

family and friends, and I could just hear the gossips in my home town: “Fred 

just married her because he was lonely; he doesn’t really want her.” Added to the homesickness she was 

bound to feel it would be too much. Also at seventeen she needed an opportunity to meet more people and 

think about the future before settling down. Que sera, sera! And perhaps I was afraid that this beautiful, 

cultured, intelligent young lady wasn’t really in love but only infatuated and would regret any hasty lifetime 

commitment.  

Dawne’s mother was a remarkable woman. She not only had the responsibility of two young 

daughters, but was also looking after two children, ages four and five, whose mother had died. The father was 

an Australian Army officer who was stationed at the office where Dawne worked. Of course he paid room and 

board for the children, but it was still a lot of hard work. Added to that, she always fed me when I was there, 

which no doubt put a strain on the family budget as well as on the family meat ration.  

On my visits to Mentone, the seaside town where Dawne lived, I stopped in a little sweet shop near the 

railroad station. They generally had lollys, as they called their hard candies, and some toffees, but chocolate 

was very hard to come by. I asked the elderly gentleman if he had any chocolates to sell. He signed for me to 

wait until the other person in the store had left. When we were alone, he pulled out a box that must have held 

about five pounds of assorted chocolates and asked how much I would like. Knowing how scarce they were I 

asked for a quarter of a pound. He told me I could have more, but I declined. He just charged me the regular 

price, and I believe he was pleased that I had shown restraint. Whenever I wanted chocolates for Dawne or 

her mother after that I could get them. He always had some for me.  

No story about the First Marine Division of that era would be complete without some mention of Lou 

Dymond.7 Lou must have been well over 50 at this time and was already a legend in the Corps. We were 

camped alongside the Fifth Marines, as I mentioned 

earlier, when the Division got a shipment of a newly 

designed gas mask. The shipment came complete with 

a couple of Army officers, I presume from some chemical 

warfare unit, who were to lecture about and 

demonstrate this equipment. The Scout Company and a 

couple of companies from the Fifth Marines were to 

gather together in a large open field across the road from 

our camp, where the Army officers were to put on their 

dog and pony show. Things were going swimmingly 

until about halfway through the demonstration 

Master Gunnery Sergeant Lou Diamond strode up and shouted, “I COMPANY, FALL IN!” I have never seen a 

                                                 
7
 Photo from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lou_Diamond. Diamond’s loud voice earned him the nickname, “The Honker.” He was a 

large man who refused to become an officer. 
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company of Marines form ranks so quickly. Lou then deigned to notice the captain of I company, who was 

looking a little bewildered.  Lou never bothered to salute. Merely said, “Orders from Battalion; RIGHT FACE! 

FORWARD MARCH!” and walked off with I company. The Army officers looked over at the captain of I 

company as if to ask what the hell was going on. The captain of I company just shrugged as if to say there was 

nothing he could do about it, go on with the show. So the show continued without I company.  

I did serve under Lou Diamond briefly at one time. I’m not sure why, but one time there was a request 

from the Fifth Marines for the Scout Company to furnish a number of men to assist at the regimental brig. Lou 

Diamond was in charge and assigned our duties. I have long since forgotten the duties which were no doubt 

routine and unremarkable, but I never forgot Lou. I think it was here that I heard the story, or perhaps I read it 

somewhere, about the time a captain complained that Lou Diamond refused to salute him. The colonel is said 

to have replied, “What the hell do you expect me to do? Lou was my D.I. in boot camp, and he won’t salute 

me either.” There are many stories about Lou and perhaps not all well documented, such as the time they sent 

him back to hospital in the rear area from Guadalcanal because of his age, and a week later he was back with 

his unit. He walked out of the hospital and hitched a ride back in an Army transport that was bringing supplies 

to Guadalcanal. 

The field across the road from our camp where the gas mask demonstration was held was probably an 

old sheep paddock. It was quite hilly and like most abandoned paddocks was infested with rabbits. This 

became a good source of rabbit, which we cooked on our tent wood stoves whenever we felt the need of a 

change of diet. Of course, this type of open field was not suitable for our former primitive hunting method. 

One of our men had acquired a ferret and a dozen or so nets. In a rabbit-infested area like this the method 

was almost infallible. We would locate a rabbit hole, and there were many to choose from in that 50 or 60 

acres, then we would scout around and find nearby holes over which we would peg the nets. The ferret, which 

was about one third the size of a rabbit, would be sent down the first hole. The result was truly amazing. 

Rabbits would come shooting out on all sides from concealed holes we hadn’t seen, and we would always 

catch a few that had managed to find our nets. 

The one thing that always amazed me was the censorship. Not the fact of censorship, which I am sure was 

necessary, but rather the things we were not allowed to write. For example, we were never allowed to write 

and tell our folks we were in Australia. Hell, the Japs knew we were there. On one of my first visits to 

Melbourne, I stopped in a small shop that sold souvenirs and bought a small felt kangaroo with a joey in her 

pouch. I then asked the shopkeeper to mail it to my home address. Of course I could not enclose anything 

indicating who had sent it, but my mother got the message. We still have that kangaroo, Marc. Perhaps you 

remember her. She is about 8 inches tall, of brown felt with an orange front. She is sitting here watching me as 

I write this. She looks very good for a 50-year-old kangaroo. 

Perhaps I never told you that I was bitten by a kangaroo. I always thought it was kind of a distinction because I 

never knew anyone else who was so─is honored quite the right word?  I have always been attracted to zoos, 

and Melbourne has quite a nice one. I was admiring some big red ‘roos one time when a big ‘roo came over 

and looked wistfully at some long grass growing near me but out of his reach. I obligingly picked a bunch and 

held it over the fence where he could reach it. In his eagerness to get the grass he bit a little quicker than I 

expected and nipped me on the finger. The wound was not life threatening, so to show him there were no 

hard feelings I fed him a few more bunches of grass but more carefully. 
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http://www.nla.gov.au/pub/nlanews/2002/may02/article2.html 

An American soldier with Australian “diggers” 

 

Dawne and I spent much of our time in Melbourne walking around and enjoying the sights. I have 

always considered the flower shops and street stalls to be one of the things that made Melbourne so bright 

and cheery, even in wartime. One thing  

I can recall quite clearly was buying Dawne a bunch of violets. They reminded me of my mother because the 

violets at home always bloomed in the spring just before Mothers’ Day, and it was traditional for my brother 

and I to pick a large bunch of violets as our offering. The range of beautiful flowers in the Melbourne flower 

shops was truly amazing. I think my favorite was the big, red, showy warratah.  

On one of our excursions in Melbourne we ran into Dan Wetherell from Tampa, who you no doubt 

remember. He is the same Dan who was with me the night I told you about earlier when Tony ran amok with 

the hatchet. Of course, Dan often had to listen to me extolling Dawne’s virtues, and I was glad to show her off 

to one of my good friends and comrades-at-arms. 

I mentioned that Mentone was a seaside town, and of course Dawne and I spent a good bit of time 

strolling along the beautiful white sand beach or wandering among the ti trees on the banks above. 

Unfortunately, we couldn’t loll in the sun and go swimming because, as you are aware, Marc, July, August, and 

September are midwinter there. While it seldom snows in Melbourne, it is too cold and drizzly to properly 

enjoy the beach.  

One time Dawne and I went to see a game of Aussie rules football, which at that time and almost to 

the present was played exclusively in Victoria. The game originally evolved as a winter replacement for cricket 

and the fast pace and special rules, or lack thereof, is due to the large size of the playing field. I was pleased to 

get to see a game; I really knew very little about it except that I had read that it was kind of a cross between 

soccer and a riot in an Irish pub. Who could resist a description like that? The team we went to see was the 

team Dawne “barracked” for, the Richmond Tigers. I don’t remember who the opponents were or even who 

won. I do remember that there was a lot of action and everyone was cheering. My most vivid memory of the 

day was of a large middle-aged woman near us who was having a wonderful time urging her team on. Every 

time she opened her mouth she displayed the most remarkable set of orange colored dentures that seemed 

to glow like a brilliant sunset. The white teeth were fine, but whoever was responsible for the color of the rest 

of the denture must have been dead drunk at the time. Maybe she ordered them that way. She was as bright 

and cheery as her dentures and added to the general gaiety of the occasion.  
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One of my early dates with Dawne was scheduled for July 4th, and of course I was anxious to have 

some semblance of an Independence Day celebration. I managed to get a couple of pounds together, and I 

went into Melbourne to see if I could locate some fireworks. I inquired at a shop that seemed to sell all kinds 

of odds and ends. The proprietor suggested that I try Chinatown, which was only a few blocks away. Sure 

enough I was able to locate some fireworks. They were very expensive, but I managed to buy a small 

assortment that included a few small skyrockets, sparklers, and firecrackers. We set them off that night with 

the whole family in attendance in the back garden. Australians do not have back yards. I think Patty and 

Teddy, the children of the Australian captain, thought it was Guy Fawkes Day. They were too young to 

comprehend Independence Day. 

Every once in a while we would hear stories about our erstwhile fearless leader, Cap’n Tex. I cannot 

personally vouch for the truth of the stories, but they sure sound like Tex. The first was when he assumed 

command of regimental headquarters and service company, or whatever his command was. It was reported 

that on the first day when he called the company together and introduced himself he added, “But you can call 

me Captain Tex.” Sometime after Tex assumed his command, one of our scouts whom I knew only slightly, got 

drunk one night and feeling peckish broke into the galley and stole two hams. They had no difficulty 

identifying the culprit because he was discovered early that morning passed out in front of the mess hall with 

a ham under each arm.  After a short stay in the brig he was transferred out of scouts and ended up in Tex’s 

company. The plot thickens. 

Cap’n Tex, so I was told, was dating a young lady from a wealthy 

family who had property in Queensland and New South Wales, including a 

large cattle station. Tex, if you remember Marc, was keen on horses, so the 

young lady offered to give Tex a horse. There was a problem. It seems that 

with the wartime restrictions there was no way to transport the horse some 

several hundreds of miles to Melbourne. Tex’s fertile brain soon came up 

with a solution. He made a deal with the aforementioned ham thief, I can’t 

remember his name so let’s call him Julius, to take a train up to where the 

horse was and ride the horse to Melbourne. Since the longest leave 

permitted by Division orders was less than the time required, Tex would 

cover for him while he was gone.  

Tex had calculated that the project 

could be completed in two weeks and 

gave Julius expense money to cover that 

amount of time. The horse was apparently 

picked up on schedule, but Tex in 

calculating the expenses had evidently not figured in enough to keep Julius 

in grog. It seems that when Julius got part way to Melbourne, he ran out of 

money. Being badly in need of a drink, and probably not too sober, he sold 

the horse for enough money to keep him in grog a while longer. When he 

finally got back to camp, he was dead broke and, of course, not riding a 

horse. Because Tex had been covering up for him and falsifying attendance 

records, there was nothing he could do. Is the story true? I have heard both 

yes and no. Knowing Tex, I vote aye. 

There was another friend of mine, who I still see and talk to 

occasionally. I was anxious to have him meet Dawne. Kent, or McGurk as 
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everyone called him, was very sharp and had a fine sense of humor, somewhat sardonic at times but always 

good natured. I arranged to bring McGurk to Dawne’s house to meet Dawne and her family. Dawne thought 

she would invite her friend Jean over to round out the party. Dawne took an immediate liking to McGurk and 

his sometimes caustic sense of humor, and McGurk later told me she had won the McGurk seal of approval, or 

words to that effect. Years later when I got in touch with McGurk and told him that I had sent for Dawne to 

come over to be married, his only comment was that he wasn’t a bit surprised.  

One time on maneuvers things were dragging a bit, and we found ourselves sitting around with a lot of 

time on our hands. When this happens there always seems to be some kind gambling going on. For some 

reason on this particular day everyone seemed content to just sit and talk. Perhaps it was because it was just 

before payday and most of us were broke, and there was a cardinal rule against gambling on credit. One of the 

newer hands loved to gamble and always carried a set of dice. He kept after me to play, but I was dead broke. 

Besides there was no suitable surface on which to cast the dice. Finally a CP (Radio Man) named Hogan said 

“Here Fred, I’ll stake you,” and handed me 2 shillings (about 32 cents). 

We agreed to roll the dice by tossing them into a steel helmet, sans liner, which made it virtually 

impossible to control or predict the throw. Since I could only lose two bob I wasn’t much bothered whether I 

won or lost. If you don’t need the money or have little to lose, Lady Luck tends to smile on you. In an hour with 

just the two of us playing I had won about 15 pounds ($48) roughly a month’s pay after deductions. My 

worthy opponent gave up in disgust. I tried to return the loan to Hogan, but he refused to take it.  He said it 

was my lucky piece, and he wouldn’t dream of depriving me of it. 

The next time I could get away Dawne and I went into town and we celebrated by having dinner at the 

Victoria House, at that time one of Melbourne’s nicest restaurants. Of course with the wartime shortages and 

price controls, the menu was limited and the most a restaurant could charge was five shillings (about 80 cents) 

per person, but we really enjoyed the elegant service. I had about 15 pieces of silver spread about my plate 

and had to watch Dawne closely. I followed her lead, and if she didn’t know what it was all for she had me 

fooled. That night I gave the balance of the winnings to Dawne’s mother to keep safe so we would have funds 

to draw on when we wanted to go to town. 

There was a tragic accident about that time. A good friend and a Marine liked by all of us was killed in a 

jeep accident. The first thing I knew about it was when one morning about 2:00 am one of the sergeants woke 

me and said Tancredi had been killed. He shoved a pistol in my hand and told me to go out on the back road, 

stop all vehicles and check the occupants. If any of them appeared to have been injured in any way I should 

hold them and call him. Since we had no barricade and I had no SP arm band, I stopped what little traffic there 

was by the simple expedient of holding the .45 so that it showed up in the headlights. That brought the cars to 

a screeching whoa. This tactic also brought a couple of Shore Patrol who wanted to know what I thought I was 

doing. I explained what little I knew and took them to the sergeant for further enlightenment. It seems our 

sergeant had received a garbled report. There was no mystery; just a simple accident.  

We all felt keenly the death of Tancredi, especially because of the mundane way he died. It is one thing 

to lose a friend in battle, but this seemed like such a waste. I thought back to the time on Guadalcanal when 

the Cactus Air Force sent out a call for volunteers from the First Marine Division to act as radio men and rear 

gunners on the torpedo planes. Tancredi, who was a radio operator, asked me to go down to Henderson field 

with him to see about signing up. When we arrived at the field we saw a torpedo bomber that had just come 

back from a raid. The pilot got out and two men came running around to the tail gunner’s position, the radio 

operator’s other job. They opened the plastic bubble and pulled out the radio operator’s body all shot up. 

Tancredi looked at me and said something like maybe some other time, and we went back to our own area. 
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While on one of our trips to Melbourne Dawne and I met a fellow I had gone through boot camp with. 

He was in M-3-1, a machine gunner. He was also from Wilkes-Barre, and since he also had a date we 

wandered around a bit together. I have no idea how it came about as neither John nor I had ever ridden 

before, but we decided to meet the following week to go horseback riding in the town of Beaumaris, a suburb 

next to Mentone. I believe we met at the Mentone train station, because John was stationed at the cricket 

grounds in Melbourne. We got to the riding stable and told them we needed a couple of gentle horses, 

confessing our novice status. They obliged with a couple of gentle horses, and we rode them over to Mentone 

to see Dawne.  

We started off at a gentle walking pace, which went fine. We decided to experiment a bit and urged 

them to pick up the pace a bit. They obliged by breaking into a trot. This didn’t suit me at all. Whenever the 

horse came up, I was going down, and it was most uncomfortable. I urged him to go a little faster and he 

broke into a gallop, which I found much smoother. The horse and I came to an agreement. He could walk or 

gallop but the only time he could trot was when he was shifting gears. When we got to Dawne’s house, Dawne 

came out to greet us. I needed a drink of water, so I handed the reins to Dawne and went in to the house. 

When I came out I found Dawne and the horse going around in circles. Dawne complained bitterly that the 

horse kept following her. I pointed out that she was holding his reins and he was just keeping up. It turned out 

that she didn’t care to ride, so John and I continued on our way.  

After an hour or so of riding we decided it was time to head back to the stable. As soon as we pointed 

them toward home it was Melbourne Cup time. Of course these were English saddles, and there was no horn 

to hang onto, so I tucked one hand under the front of the saddle to keep my balance and held the reins with 

the other and hung on. These horses were headed for home non-stop. Suddenly I saw some trees looming up 

before us and ducked low just in time. The top of my head just scraped the lowest branch, but I made it 

through. John, right behind me wasn’t so lucky. The branch caught him right on the chest and he was swept 

right out of the saddle. I tried to rein in, but my horse had other ideas. I finally stood up in the stirrups and 

hauled back hard on the rein. This time the horse got the message and stopped. I dismounted and gave the 

horse a slap on the rump and sent him home by himself. 

I went back to where John was lying on the ground. He was conscious but a little stunned. He got up 

but his left arm seemed to be badly hurt. We were right in front of a house, so we went to see if they had a 

phone so we could call for help. It turned out that we didn’t need to call for help because John had been 

delivered right to the front door of a doctor’s office. I wondered later if the horse and the doctor had some 

kind of a deal going. At any rate, the doctor diagnosed a broken arm and splinted it up until John could get to a 

hospital. We walked over to Dawne’s house, which was only a mile or so from Beaumaris, and had dinner. 

John caught the train home and was hospitalized for a short time with his broken arm but was as good as new 

in a few weeks.  

Our platoon received a brand new .50 caliber machine gun for our scout car. Of course, it came in the 

original box, in little pieces, all slathered with cosmolene waiting to be cleaned and assembled. We had 

inherited a new lieutenant from the tank battalion, actually quite a good sort, who asked me if I was familiar 

with .50 caliber Brownings. Having been in the Corps for almost two years now, I had learned that this kind of 

a question could lead to extra work, so naturally I replied in the negative. He looked at me suspiciously and 

said he was putting me in charge of the machine gun squad. He assigned four men to me and said it was up to 

me to put the gun in order. 

The next morning we found space in one of the Quonset huts and set to work. We had a couple of 

buckets with some kind of solvent, probably kerosene, and plenty of rags to wipe up with. My crew, all 

replacements, were scrubbing off the grease, and I was sorting out all the little pieces. As soon as all the pieces 
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were cleaned up I started to assemble them into a working gun. At this 

point the lieutenant came in and was watching to see what we were 

doing. He commented that I was doing quite well for someone who 

didn’t know anything about machine guns. I replied that I had stayed 

up all night reading about them. 

Anyhow it was all in vain. I spent some time instructing my crew 

in the operation and field maintenance of the .50, taught them to load 

ammunition into the steel belting with a hand loader, and took them 

out into the field to test fire it. A short time later all of our scout cars 

disappeared and we were remounted as I told you earlier, and of 

course we didn’t have machine gun mounts in our jeeps. 

I recall another of our trips to Melbourne when we were 

walking along and suddenly Dawne seemed to cave in. I caught her in 

time, but it turned out that the heel of her shoe had broken, and, of 

course, it was difficult to hobble along on one high-heeled shoe. 

Fortunately, we were only a short distance from where Dawne’s cousin 

Lily worked in a shoe store. It was hard work, but finally Lily and I were 

able to convince Dawne that she should let me buy her a new pair of 

shoes. I knew she couldn’t afford a pair. Every penny she earned went 

to support the family, but she seemed to think there was something 

terribly shameful about accepting such a personal gift from me. She 

was just like her mother in that respect, a real Victorian lady. 

My health while in Australia was generally good with the 

exception of a couple of things. One of the jungle rashes I had picked 

up on Guadalcanal refused to go away. It was in the form of tiny white 

blisters on the bottom of my feet. One time I recall, the itch got so 

fierce that, right in front of Flinders Street Station I had to sit down on 

the curb, take off my shoe, and scratch. I of course apologized to 

Dawne but she took it in stride. She did tell her mother of the problem, 

and along with all the other things she did for me she cleared up that 

fungus. 

The next one she couldn’t cure. One day at Dawne’s house I 

was suddenly seized with a chill and began to shiver uncontrollably. I had seen enough cases to realize that I 

had finally come down with malaria. There was no point in going back to camp. They would just have to send 

me to the Army hospital in Melbourne, and since I was already halfway to Melbourne I decided to go there 

instead.  

I don’t remember how I got there, but they promised to notify my outfit where I was and put me to 

bed. This hospital had been built just before the war broke out and was to be the Melbourne General Hospital, 

but it was turned over to the American Army before the people of Melbourne ever got to use it. By one of 

those odd quirks of fate, Marc, when your mother and I were in Melbourne two years ago, I had to be taken to 

the emergency room and found myself in the very same hospital. Of course, they asked the usual question. 

“Have you ever been admitted to this hospital before?” I replied yes. They of course wanted to know when 

and why. I replied, 1943, with malaria. It seems their records did not go back that far so I twitted them for 

sloppy record keeping. 

 

The young Marine lay near the 

hearth in the living room, 

covered by a rug and as close as 

possible to the open wood fire. 

The fire was well stoked so it 

could burn most of the night to 

keep him warm during his 

sudden bout of malaria. 

 

Dawne had seen Fred through 

more than one of these wretched 

bouts of malaria, characterized 

by chills, fever, and continual 

sweating from every part of his 

body. . . . As she caressed his 

moisture soaked brow, they were 

both, like all the rest of us at the 

time, silently but acutely aware 

that causalities on the battlefield 

would continue before peace 

could be achieved. Only then 

would they be able to build a life 

together. 

 
 Heather Garland MacLeod-

 Sharpe, Dawne’s sister, 1996. 
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I got out of the hospital in about ten days and reported back to the Scout Company. With the usual 

display of service efficiency the Army had neglected to tell the Marine Corps where I was, so they had me 

marked AWOL. This sort of thing happened with a fair degree of regularity, so there was no problem getting it 

straightened out. 

The time had come for the scouts to go to the rifle range to shoot for record with the new M1 rifles. I 

had not qualified with the Springfield in boot camp because of the way we had been rushed through, so I was 

anxious to try again. This time I qualified as a marksman, and it appears on the back of my discharge from the 

Corps. I did have a brief moment of glory. I have always been comfortable shooting from the sitting position or 

from prone, I am even fairly good from the off-hand position, but from the kneeling position, I have problems. 

My best target that day was from the sitting position. It is sixteen rounds, two clips, rapid fire from 250 yards 

at a silhouette target. There are scoring positions from 1 to 5 points for each hit. When time is up, a three inch 

disc is put into each bullet hole, a white spotter in the black bull’s-eye and a black spotter in the other four 

positions. A miss is signaled by a red flag commonly known as Maggie’s Drawers. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

When the targets were raised my bull’s-eye was totally covered with white spotters. It looked 

spectacular. The captain came running over to count up the score on the target. With fifteen bull’s-eyes and 

one 4, I had scored 79 out of a possible 80 on that target. That target saved the day for me and was the key to 

my qualifying round. The lad next to me was a lad I knew to be an expert rifleman. He also scored a 79, but 

what shooting! All his shots were in a tight group about one third the size of mine. It didn’t look as spectacular 

but it was much better shooting. Later when I was asked to form a sniper squad, he was my first choice.  

Marc, by this time Dawne and I were deeply in love, although we never spoke of it for reasons I gave 

earlier. Things were quite different in those days when it came to relationships between the two sexes 

although one could see things starting to change. I had only a little experience, and even though she had an 

obviously passionate nature, it was clear that she had no intention of giving up her virginity until her wedding 

night. We came very close to changing that, but as much as we loved one another she was adamant about 

taking that last step. As I said, things were different, and while there was a degree of disappointment, I was 

very pleased.  

The MI rifle  

http://www.rt66.com/~korteng/SmallArms/m1rifle.html 
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I know that by today’s standards that would not be realistic, 

but I wanted to marry that girl; and I knew that if I survived it would 

not  be till some years in the future that marriage would be practical. 

I felt that if she would not give in to me even in the heat of passion I 

could trust her to wait for me. I think that if she had not held out we 

never would have married. I would always be picturing her in 

someone else’s arms when I was not available. Jealousy would have 

intervened. 

The wartime closing time for pubs in Australia was 6:00 pm, 

which led to a phenomenon known as the six o’clock swill. Since 

most workers got off at five you can imagine the rush to have a 

couple for the road between five and six. This also meant that no 

liquor could be served in bistros or nightclubs. The nightclubs did 

manage to survive in the form of coffee houses, complete with stand 

up comics. I went to one of these in the suburb of St. Kilda. It was 

before I met Dawne, and I can’t remember the name of the girl I was 

with. I guess the comic made more of an impression on me than the 

girl did. I’ll try to give you a sample of his humor, a bit ribald of 

course and I’m sure it will lose something in the translation. 

The story concerned pretty young lass who lived out in the 

country with her parents, who kept a watchful eye on her because of 

all the servicemen about. One fine day the lass was outside milking 

the family cow when her father spotted an Aussie soldier coming 

down the road. He called out to his daughter to come into the house 

until the “digger” had passed. Daughter dutifully complied. A short 

time later a sailor was spied coming down the road, and once again 

the daughter was called into the house until the sailor had passed by. 

The daughter went back to her milking when her father spotted an 

American Marine coming down the road: “Daughter! Come into the 

house, there’s a Yank coming down the road. And bring the cow!” 

Our time in Australia was coming to an end. In our ten 

months in Oz we had come to love this beautiful land and its 

wonderful, colorful inhabitants. To this day whenever the First 

Division Association gathers and sings the Marine’s Hymn the next 

song is the adopted song of the First Marine Division, “Waltzing 

Matilda.” Even the younger men from Korea and Viet Nam, most of 

whom never got to Australia, know the words and sing it with as 

much gusto as any veteran of the last train to Frankston. 

Marc, I never properly described that last train that went to 

Frankston each night. Of course, I touched on it briefly when I told 

how I met your mother. Naturally, it was always incredibly crowded, but that is only a part of the story. Once 

the train arrived at Frankston we still had to catch a bus to the Mount Martha and Balcombe camps. 

Unfortunately, there were never enough buses, and those who were not able to get on the first batch had to 

wait almost an hour while the buses made the round trip.  
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This made a very interesting scene when the train got into 

the Frankston station. The platform was in the open and had a six 

foot link fence to funnel the passengers through the place where 

there were a couple of station men to check the tickets. All of the 

compartments opened directly onto the platform as I described 

previously, and even before the train came to a complete stop 

several hundred Marines were pouring out onto the platform at a 

dead run, each determined to get a place in that first convoy of 

buses. They tell me that the first time someone tried to collect 

tickets he was nearly run down by the stampede. I don’t believe 

anyone ever tried it again. With all those people trying to get out 

of that narrow opening, many of us opted for the shortcut over 

the fence. Because I was tall enough and agile enough to get over the fence with ease I always made the first 

bus run. 

One night I witnessed a comical scene which could have been tragic. It was customary when nearing 

the last stop to sing out a warning to awaken everybody and give them a fair shot at making the first bus run. 

We were about a mile from the station and traveling at about 30 mph when someone gave the customary 

warning, “FRANKSTON NEXT STOP.” One chap, who had been snoring away in a corner next to an exit, sprang 

up, ripped open the door, and sailed out into the darkness about a mile short of the platform. We were much 

relieved to learn that he only suffered minor injuries. 

Everyone knew we were preparing to leave and there were many sad farewells. Dawne and I had never 

spoken of love, but I guess we didn’t need to. We did promise to keep in touch, but that was all. 

The only question was the exact date of our leaving. We finally found out about a week before we 

sailed. Tokyo Rose gave the exact date that the First Marine Division would leave Melbourne, and she was 

right on the money.8 She also said that we would be met by Japanese submarines, and we would all die. Her 

contact in the Japanese Navy didn’t have it right. The subs never showed. What really got to me was the Japs 

knew our every move, but we couldn’t tell our folks. 

And so we left the land of Oz, and many of us left our hearts. 

 

 

                                                 
8
 The true identity of Tokyo Rose is unknown and disputed. She was surely more than one person. 

Fred’s “last evening in Victoria 

was spent together with Dawne 

at [Margaret McCunnie’s] house 

in Como Parade, Mentone.” Fred 

did not see these friends again 

until his visit to Australia in 1958. 


